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Dear Implementation Science Editorial Team,

Re. MS: 3242867517483274 - Copy-edited version

Thank you very much for copy-editing our manuscript. We have checked the copy-edited version and uploaded a clean version as requested.

We accepted all changes except for the removal of numbers in the following three headings:

- page 12: 1) Teamwork context - enabling conditions and attitudes to teamwork
- page 15: 2) Team process (teamwork behaviors)
- page 18: 3) Proximal team outcomes – emergent states and perceived team effectiveness

The numbers match numbering in Figure 1. We would like to retain the numbering because we had comments on the companion review (recently published in Implementation Science with the numbered headings) that the numbering enabled readers to easily cross reference to the relevant part of the figure.

We have also annotated the manuscript to indicate the heading level where the style was removed.

Thank you and best regards.

Sue Brennan